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Summary
As a software developer, I specialize in designing, developing, and maintaining software applications
using Angular and the .NET frameworks, including ASP.NET Core. My technical prowess spans
programming languages such as TypeScript, C#, and Java, as well as experience with database
management systems, software development tools, architecture, and design patterns. Working in
collaboration with team members, I create scalable and dependable software applications tailored to the
needs of businesses across various industries. My passion for continuous learning and staying current
with the latest technology trends enables me to deliver cutting-edge, innovative solutions.

Skills

Application Frameworks and Libraries
Spring Boot

Angular

AspNet Core

Architecture
Docker

Coding Languages and Protocols
Java

.NET

T-SQL

SQL

TypeScript

C#

Data Engineering
SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS)

SQL Server Reporting Service (SSRS)

General Skills
Ubuntu

UML

Tools and Platforms
Git

Jenkins

KONTAKT
info@viplean-shore.com
+49 (0) 8041 7937801
https://viplean-shore.com

EXPERT ID

STAFF-91 

PROFILE INFO

PROFILE AVAILABILITY

Male

1994

Employed

Tunisia

UTC+01

2 Years

Gender

Born on

Status

Location

Time Zone

Experience

2021 - Engineer’s Degree

Computer engineering

2018 - Bachelor

Basic degree in Business

Computing

2014 - Diploma

Baccalaureate degree in

computer science

EDUCATION

br
LANGUAGE SKILLS
Arabic Native/Bilingual

English Professional Working

French Limited Working
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PROJECT REFERENCES

12/2022 - Today

FISU Switzerland

Internet and information technology

.Net/Angular Develper

I am currently working on a web portal designed to assist sport

federation users in managing university events, memberships, and

travel planning. My primary focus lies within the mission module,

which aims to enhance the user experience by enabling users to

e�ortlessly create and manage mission participants.

In essence, our mission module is crafted to simplify the mission

planning process and foster collaboration among team members.

Technologies: .NET Core, Angular, SQL Server

02/2021 - 06/2021

FREEDOM OF DEV SERVICES

Internet and information technology

.Net/Angular Develper

Developing a healthcare-focused social network for professionals,

aiming to simplify medical document sharing between doctors and

patients while enhancing the overall healthcare experience.

O�ering convenient appointment booking for patients via mobile

devices, either in-person or online, with their preferred doctors.

Providing doctors with a range of tools to manage appointments

and streamline work processes, saving valuable time and resources.

Featuring a secure document repository for healthcare

professionals to store and share medical records and other essential

information, enabling quick and easy access for e�cient medical

care.

Including a user-friendly interface for secretaries and

administrative sta� to manage appointments and easily handle

emergency rescheduling.

Ultimately, striving to create a powerful, versatile healthcare tool

that caters to the needs of doctors, patients, and their teams,

improving the quality of care and overall patient experience.

Technologies: .NET Core, Angular, SQL Server, Flutter, SignalR

02/2018 - 05/2018

FACULTY OF ECONOMICS AND

MANAGEMENT OF SFAX

Spring Boot/Angular jsDevelper

Developing a web application for the internship service at FSEGS,

designed to streamline the internship process for students and sta�

with features such as:

A repository and archive for end-of-study projects, allowing for

easy access and management.

Random assignment of supervisors, ensuring a fair distribution of

workload and mentorship.

Scheduling of defenses, facilitating the organization of

presentations and evaluations. Our goal is to create an e�cient,

user-friendly platform that simpli�es the internship process for all

parties involved. Technologies: Spring Boot, AngularJs, MySQL
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